
AGENDA ITEM FOR ADMINISTRATIVE MEETING ( ) Discussion only
( x ) Action 

FROM (DEPT/ DIVISION): Sheriff's Office  

PROGRAM: Emergency Management Division  

SUBJECT: Request Purchase — Snow Machines  

ATTACHMENTS:
Date: (11/2/2021) Submitted By: (Thomas Roberts) 

************For Internal Use Only************

Background: Phase 2 of the SHSP grant project to 
ensure Umatilla Co has the capability to access off 
road/trail injured persons (like the bus crash in 
2012) is to add smaller snow capable units to use 
in conjunction with the Polaris UTV purchased in 
Phase 1. These units will be able to get to places 
that the larger unit cannot. They will be used and 
deployed by the UCSO Snow Patrol Deputies. The 
SHSP grant award was for $27,418.00 with no 
match requirements. During the application phase 
of this grant project that was enough funding to 
cover the entire base price for these units. The 
recent turn in pricing in our economy has driven up 
costs. Because of this, the total cost of these 2 units 
is now at $31,448.00. This leaves a balance of 
$4030.00 to make up the difference. (Should our 
other SHSP grant project come in under budget, 
OEM has indicated that we can ask to reallocate 
the remaining funds from that award to help offset 
the over costs anticipated in this project.)    This is 
being requested as a single source purchase.  The 
justification for that is attached.

ACTION REQUESTED:

Request authorization to purchase 2 Ski-Doo 
Summit Edge 165 850 E-Tec Snow Machines at a 
quoted total cost of $31,448.00. 

Checkoffs:
( ) Exec. Asst. 
( ) Dept. Head (copy) 
( ) Human Resources (copy)
( ) Fiscal
( ) Legal (copy) 

To be notified of Meeting:

Needed at Meeting: Thomas Roberts, Dave Williamson, Jim Littlefield,
Rowen Hayes 

*******************************************************

Scheduled for meeting on:   November 10, 2021  

Action taken: 

Follow-up: 



This purchase is being requested as a single source purchase, with only one seller available. 

Following conversation with our Emergency Manager Tom Roberts, regarding the acquisition of 
two (2) replacement snowmobiles for Umatilla County. Snowmobile manufacturers do builds to 
order, with very little distribution inventory. Typically there is an advanced spring order system 
in place. Retail sellers are under the same constraints and must estimate their local market when 
ordering. After any machines that did not sell, they became last year's model. In the past year 
plus availability constraints has been exacerbated by global supply chain issues, following 
COVID responses.  We are seeking BRP (Ski-Doo) machines in spite of an easier acquisition 
process with Polaris.  

BRP does not have a government contract open. BRP is a Canadian company and non-Berry 
compliant. Our research for endurance and lower operational cost has steered us towards BRP 
machines. We have worked with our partner agencies that have already gone over to Ski-Doo, 
finding service life and functionality for Patrol and Search And Rescue superior to other brands. 
So much so, that while competitively priced  model to model to any other manufacturers, BRP 
(Ski-Doo) machines offers higher performance and lower operational cost to its competitors . 
After some time and effort spent dealing with BRP for a government point of sale, we learned 
BRP uses third party vendors for US Government supply. Our point of sale is Prowler ATV Corp 
as referred to us by BRP Government Sales.  

We are currently operating 11 plus year old machines. We have spent time and treasure to keep 
them viable, however in order to keep them up we will soon be in a negative return with 
compromised reliability. Our goal is to back line those two old machines and make them 
available for Search And Rescue response. As the older machines are just not going to meet the 
demands for daily patrols much longer. However in the current condition they are in, the older 
machines would be well suited for secondary SAR response until we can identify additional 
funding sources to fully replace them.  

Thank you for your consideration, 










































